
H-Series
The Ultimate Touring Coach



Prevost H-Series
Unmatched Quality & Reliability
A Dedication To Quality
Exceeding your expectations is a passion

Whether it’s finding new and smarter solutions or putting the finishing touches on our unique designs, we stand apart through our relentless 
pursuit of excellence. We know that your investment, passengers’ safety, and peace of mind are top priorities. With its striking new appearance, 
the redesigned H-Series illustrates our passion for continuous improvement. The latest in a long, illustrious line of premium coaches,  
the H-Series has “purebred Prevost” written all over it. The H-Series is engagingly expressive, with a strong, refined personality. Its compelling 
style is clean, timeless – just what you expect from the Prevost brand. Highly recognizable on the road or at the curb – it catches the eye. 
The visually appealing design integrates numerous functional improvements. As the first North American coach manufacturer to achieve  
ISO 9001 quality certification, Prevost is totally committed to design and manufacturing quality. Prevost keeps abreast of technological 
developments, using only the best industrial grade materials and parts to manufacture its vehicles in compliance with the highest  
ISO manufacturing standards. A Prevost coach is a vehicle you can count on.



Innovation Comes Naturally  
The new H-Series carries on the Prevost tradition of innovation, making your coach  
the most advanced in the industry. Prevost AWARE Adaptive Cruise Braking, Prevost  
Electronic Stability Program, and the Prevost Welded Rail System take safety to a new level. 
The Volvo D13 with advanced SCR exceeds EPA emissions standards to bypass the industry 
in terms of environmental care. We dedicate our efforts to continous improvement  
and the H-Series Motorcoach expresses that dedication each time it takes the road.

ENVIRONMENT & INNOVATION

Thinking Outside The Bus
Prevost has been ISO 14001 certified since 1997. As the first and only 
North American coach manufacturer to have achieved this world-recognized 
environmental certification, we remain fully committed to safeguarding  
the environment.  We carefully select the most ecologically sound  
processes and materials, work with our partners to become stewards  
of the environment, and set target objectives to keep improving— 
mile after mile, year after year.

At Prevost, caring about the environment continues to be a priority.

Photo courtesy of Bendix and golub photo.

Spicy – Essential Peaceful – Exclusive

Spicy Peaceful Comforting Refined leathers Synthetic suedes Piping
Black personal 

control unit

New Interiors H-Series Collection
Our goal in creating the H-Series Collection is to provide a selection of outstanding interior decors that simplify the task of ordering  
a new coach. Choosing a design in this collection assures superior aesthetics in color coordination, texture, and finishes.

The collection features three trim levels called the Essential, Exclusive, and Ultimate Lines. The materials and appointments that make  
up each line are described in the H-Series Collection catalogue, which Prevost Regional Sales Managers have on hand to help  
with the final interior selection.

Essential Line
Exclusive to Prevost, fabrics with sophisticated patterns have been created to make  
passengers feel at ease in three casual and colorful interiors: Spicy, Peaceful,  
and Comforting.

Exclusive Line
Be distinctive with these interiors where leathers, synthetic suedes,  
and pipings blend in three color harmonies: Spicy, Peaceful,  
and Comforting.



Panoramic Views
Flush-mounted frameless windows  

provide exceptional panoramic viewing 
and more passenger privacy. And the 

stylish, two-piece curved full windshield 
affords unobstructed views for 

the driver and passengers. The 
Prevost-patented windows reflect 

and deflect 50% more solar 
heat than laminated glass, 

putting less strain on the air 
conditioning system and 

increasing fuel economy.

Thermopane side windows offer better panoramic 
viewing, greater privacy, and reduce strain  

on the air-conditioning system

Multiplex system for peace  
of mind and maximum  
operational efficiency

Tallest high  
decker for best  

overall view

Striking 
appearance

Xenon 
Headlamps

Prevost AWARE - 
Adaptive Cruise Braking

Engine Fire Detection  
and Suppression System

Front kneeling suspension 
lowers the coach to make 

boarding easier

Built for maximum resistance  
to stress, bending, and buckling  

over the course of a lifetime

Vertical installation of the DPF, 
SCR and rooftop diffuser  

for improved safety, security,  
serviceability, and efficiency

Hinged doors and fenders 
provide full access  

to major components

Most luggage space on the market  
with 470 ft.3/13.31 m3  
of underfloor capacity

Prevost Electronic Stability Program

Tire Pressure Monitoring System
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Harvard – Ultimate

Perforated leathers Real woodDouble stitching

Ultimate Line
Make a statement with an assembly of the finest materials. Perforated leathers, 
aluminum finish, and real wood appointments make for four sumptuous decors: 
Boston, Wall Street, Dallas, and Harvard.

No Compromise
The higher our expectations, the less we are ready to compromise.

In this perspective, all H-Series interiors now radiate a warm atmosphere 
brought by the prevailing use of cream beige on the ceiling, parcel racks,  
and window frames.

The driver’s cabin can be equipped with either a luxurious two-tone instrument 
panel or a black instrument panel, each enhanced with aluminum trim. 

Moreover, designers, using attractive colors, sophisticated patterns,  
and refined materials, have created the H-Series Collection: a lineup  
of harmonious and elegant interiors that are now offered on top  
of the regular fabrics and leathers available on the market.

INTERIORS



     

The Industry’s Only Engine  
with a Well-Proven Platform
The Volvo D13 engine is the only EPA 2010 engine that uses an existing platform, so 
it is the only engine platform that has been tested with years of real-world road conditions. 

Prevost’s care for the environment supports our long-standing policy of conserving energy 
and protecting natural resources. Volvo’s D13 engine adheres to this philosophy, drastically 
lowering emission of air pollutants, with better performance and lower fuel consumption.

Well-Tested D13 Engine Platform

	 • Superior Low-End Performance

	 • Smooth, Quiet Operation

	 • High Fuel Economy

The Volvo SCR Solution  
Exceeds EPA Emissions Standards
When the EPA imposed new heavy-duty diesel emission standards, Volvo chose Selective 
Catalytic Reduction (SCR) as the technology that most efficiently solved the problem  
of nitrogen oxides. Our SCR approach – already well proven in Europe – combines the best  
aspects of Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) with a Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) and selective 
catalytic reduction to provide the best possible solution. A solution that exceeds new 2010 
EPA NOx emissions requirements. 

SCR Advantages 
Near-zero emissions
Volvo engineers created a system that delivers near-zero emissions of particulates and NOx. 
Volvo’s D13 engine with advanced SCR is a highly efficient solution that reduces diesel 
emissions and improves air quality in accordance with EPA ’10 regulations.

Improved fuel efficiency 
Thanks to Volvo engines with SCR exhaust 
aftertreatment system, we’re able to lower 
fuel consumption. The 2010 D13 engine’s 
unparalleled SCR system provides improved 
fuel efficiency over previous D13 engines.

No active regeneration 
A DPF accumulates particulate matter  
that periodically must be burned off using  
a process called regeneration. With Volvo’s 
2010 SCR technology, this regeneration  
occurs automatically—and the driver  
proceeds without even being aware  
the process is taking place. Under normal 
driving conditions, there’s never a need to 
park and perform an “active” regeneration.

ENGINE



     

Volvo I-Shift 
Provides the Industry’s  
only Integrated Powertrain
Volvo I-Shift is a 12-speed, two-pedal, lightweight automated manual transmission (AMT) 
that delivers an exceptional level of productivity by simultaneously maximizing comfort, 
safety and fuel efficiency. I-Shift is designed to integrate seamlessly with Volvo engines.  
By continuously monitoring the changing grade, vehicle speed, acceleration, torque demand, 
weight, rolling and air resistance, the I-Shift can instantly predict and select the most efficient 
utilization of the engine. Volvo I-Shift has become the new transmission standard in terms  
of fuel economy, safety and ease of operation.

Allison
Allison Bus Series fully automatic transmissions help keep your vehicles and your  
business on schedule with maximum operating economies, improved vehicle 
performance and better passenger comfort. Transmission features include 
proven reliability and durability, life cycle value, no power interrupts during 
shift changes, increased shifting performance, faster acceleration, 
and greater operating flexibility.

Innovative Vertical Installation  
for Safety and Ease of Maintenance
All the advantages of vertical installation.
Thanks to our unique vertical installation and rooftop diffuser mount, the SCR and DPF system 
produces less heat in the engine compartment. It also provides easier accessibility for safer 
maintenance. In this vertical configuration, the DPF and SCR components and sensors are better 
protected from damaging dirt, dust, water, etc. The innovative diffuser system reduces exhaust 
peak temperature by 50% at 6 inches, and prevents water from infiltrating the exhaust line.  
The roof flush mount improves the appearance of the coach.

TRANSMISSION



Prevost Electronic Stability Program:  
A Helping Hand when the Unexpected Happens
Prevost has gone a step further with the Prevost Electronic Stability Program.The system provides better vehicle control by reacting  
more quickly in adverse conditions in order to avoid potentially dangerous situations.

The Prevost Electronic Stability Program electronically compares performance models to actual vehicle movement, monitoring wheel speed, 
steering angle, lateral acceleration, and yaw to help avoid loss of control and rollover. This safety feature helps the driver reduce speed, 
keep the vehicle in proper alignment, and reduce the tendency for the coach to slide. It also provides improved stability—a safety advantage in 
high friction conditions involving curves, sudden lane changes, and obstacle avoidance maneuvers. The Prevost Electronic Stability Program 
increases protection against coach rollovers and provides better control of the coach, which are very important for safety, operator revenues, 
customer perceptions, and overall operations.

Seats Belts /  
Prevost Welded 
Rail System  
Leading the Way 
in North America
Prevost is proud of our Welded Rail System, 
which accommodates up to 20G Seat Belt 
Installation (depending on seat standard  
selected) and is the basis of a secure  
passenger environment. 

Prevost’s 20G Welded Rail System is forward 
thinking. The 20G rating takes into consideration 
expected regulations and future industry 
standards, giving your motorcoach exceptional 
value throughout its lifecycle. Prevost’s innovative 
Welded Rail System has the flexibility  
to accommodate any seat configuration,  
a feature unique in the motorcoach industry.

The Prevost Electronic Stability Program applies brakes on appropriate  
wheels to help correct the orientation of the vehicle.

The Prevost Electronic Stability Program overrides the throttle and 
reduces speed, thus applying a counterforce to realign the vehicle.

Coach in potential rollover situation

Exclusive to Prevost
First system with ROLLOVER  
& UNDER/OVER-STEER protection

Never Ending Commitment to Safety
At Prevost, safety is a key priority, and the H-Series is no exception.  
Safety drives our innovation process and our new H-Series  
motorcoach focuses on protecting passengers and driver.    

Coach sliding in a curve

H3-45 testing the Prevost Electronic Stability  
Program at the Transportation Research Center Inc.  
(TRC Inc.) in East Liberty, Ohio Photo courtesy of Bendix and golub photo.



The screen shot shows  
the condition of all the tires 
on the vehicle, including  
the spare.

Tire Pressure Monitoring SystemFire extinguisher  
of the Fire Suppression System  
is located immediately  
above the drive wheels 
on the street side  
of the coach.

Fire Suppression System
The Prevost Fire Detection and Suppression System is the most complete system  
on the market today. It uses not only a linear thermal detector, but also an optical infrared  
to improve passenger safety, by protecting the engine compartment and auxiliary heater.  
The system also provides audible and visual warnings to the driver in case of an incident.

Widely used by luxury automobile manufacturers, and exclusive  
to Prevost in the coach industry, this system offers enhanced capabilities  
and unparalleled reliability. Improper tire temperature or pressure are 
among the main contributors to tire failure. Prevost’s Tire Pressure  
Monitoring System samples temperature and pressure and also helps  
detect inner drive tire failures that are often overlooked in general inspections. 
It also contributes to improved fuel economy by helping operators keep  
tires at optimal pressure. With an integrated dashboard display, the system  
is extremely easy to use. Within a minute after initial ignition of the coach,  
the driver sees essential tire information, including real-time tire pressure 
readings. This real time information also makes diagnosis for maintenance 
much more efficient. And because the Prevost Tire Monitoring System is a 
fully self-contained system, no programming or activation tools are required.

Prevost AWARE
Prevost AWARE is an innovative new system which advances Prevost’s  
committment to safety. Prevost AWARE features include:

Adaptive Cruise 
When cruise control is on, AWARE automatically adjusts the cruise speed of the coach  
to maintain a safe following distance, taking into consideration the position of the vehicle 
ahead. The system automatically returns the coach to the original cruise speed when  
it is safe to do so. AWARE will decrease speed to try to maintain adequate distance,  
and if the system realizes that this intervention will not be sufficient, it will activate 
the Impact Alert to tell the driver to apply full braking.

Impact Alert 
This feature will alert the driver if the distance between coach and vehicle ahead closes  
too quickly, giving the driver an opportunity to take action. Impact Alert is always active  
and protecting the coach (in cruise or not).

Following Distance Alert 
Reminds the driver to keep a safe following distance by indicating when the coach  
is following too closely to the vehicle ahead.

Never Ending Commitment to Safety
At Prevost, safety is a key priority, and the H-Series is no exception.  
Safety drives our innovation process and our new H-Series  
motorcoach focuses on protecting passengers and driver.    

 

Benefits  
of Prevost AWARE
 Allows drivers to stay in cruise control longer,   
 increasing fuel economy 

 Provides timely information to help  
 drivers avoid collisions

 Reminds drivers about safe driving practices   
 and encourage good driving habits

 System is integrated into the dashboard,  
 improving driver attention

 Increased passenger and driver satisfaction

SAFETY

Photos courtesy of Bendix and golub photo.



Easy Access of Message  
Center Display Controls

Easy Access of  
Radio Controls

DELTA®  
Speaker Configuration
Since there are many obstacles to proper stereophonic conditions in a coach (seats and 
loudspeakers positions, surrounding noise, etc.), many manufacturers choose to broadcast  
a MONO signal throughout the bus, removing depth sensation from the audio.

To address this situation, Prevost developed the DELTA® Configuration. Each passenger 
has one channel’s speaker just above, and surrounding speakers deliver the opposite  
channel. As a result, the passenger receives information from both channels while maintain-
ing the depth of stereo sound. The new sound system configuration presents a consistent, 
homogeneous sound throughout the coach. The amplitude of the variations between a 
passenger’s seat and the adjacent seats are reduced. The enhanced stereo experience 
immerses passengers into the performance of the sound! 

SIRIUS and XM are trademarks of SIRIUS XM Radio Inc. and its subsidiaries. iPod® is a registered 
trademark of Apple Inc.

Steering Wheel Controls  
for safety and convenience
Introduction of a new steering wheel with built-in radio controls,  
which is fully integrated through our Multiplex electrical architecture.

Exclusive Prevost Configuration of Passenger Entertainment Control System  
with practical, ergonomic controls.

Separate Driver and Passenger sound components for straightforward and intuitive control.

Passenger Entertainment Control System  
with Prevost Radio

Allows driver to easily choose sound source:

	 •  iPod® from USB Interface (control an 
iPod® directly from the radio interface)

	 •  Satellite Radio (compatible with XM/
Sirius satellite radio)

	 •   Prevost DVD Player

	 •   Broadcast Radio

	 •   CD Player

	 •  Other Digital Audio Player

Improved  Wi-Fi system, Individual Headset system, 110v electrical outlets  
throughout the cabin... Satisfy the Needs of Today’s Traveler

Speakers above each 
seat positioned in DELTA®  
Speaker Configuration.

Superior Stereo Sound with the DELTA® Speaker Configuration.



Dashboard Drawer  
Audio Connections 

1/8’’ Audio Jack 
Connect any brand  
MP3/Digital Audio Player  
to the sound system  
to broadcast customized  
music compilations.

12 Volt Power  
Connector 

Power or charge  
any electrical device  

that has a 12 Volt Plug.

Speakers
•  28 passenger-area speakers  

(with 56 passenger configuration)

• Power output: 8 channels x 50W (4 for speakers;  
 2 for subwoofers; 2 channels unused)

Sub-Woofers 
The addition of subwoofers generates essential low 
frequencies, which greatly improve the reproduction  
of the music in the environment of the coach.

Monitors
15” Widescreen Monitor under parcel rack 
Additional head clearance on side monitors

 

19” Central Widescreen Flip Down Monitor (optional)

Traditional 4:3 monitor

3
6

 m
m

38 mm

A/V Panel
A multi-function  
media panel  
to easily share  
audio/video  
material
New options include: 1/8’’ Audio Jack

Connect any brand MP3/Digital Audio 
Player to the sound system to broadcast  
customized music compilations.

VGA Port
Connect a laptop computer to view  

presentations (or any computer image)  
on the passenger monitors.

USB Charging 
Connection
Re-charge any USB 
chargeable device, such 
as digital audio players.

iPod® USB Interface 
iPod® connects to the sound 

system, controls from the radio,  
rests in the dashboard drawer, 

USB re-charges any  
USB chargeable device

15” Wide-Screen cabin monitors allow  
for easy viewing while maintaining clear sight  
lines for looking out the window.

SOUND & VISION



Prevost Removable Wheelchair Lift
The Safest and Most Cost Effective in the Industry
It takes less than 15 minutes to move Prevost’s exclusive wheelchair lift unit from one Prevost compatible lift-ready coach to another,  
making it a snap to meet any 48 hour ADA advance notice. Simply slide in the lift cassette, attach the four anchor bolts, plug in the electrical 
hook-up, and you have a working lift. The same lift can be shared by many coaches and frees up luggage space when not in use.

One cassette for multiple coaches is very cost effective.  
One more way Prevost is thinking about our customer’s bottom line.

	 • Unique Plug & Play concept

	 • Same lift can be shared by many coaches

	 • Self-contained hydraulics - Full baggage space/No payload penalty

	 • Just one electrical plug

	 • No special tools

	 • Infinite travel adjustment

	 • Manual override

	 • Detachable and adjustable carrying/storage legs

Passenger Friendly Entranceway
A passenger friendly entranceway combines strategically placed handrails with specially designed steps to improve passenger safety when 
entering or leaving the coach. Reflective off-white borders provide added visibility and three LED lights create a warm, welcoming atmosphere, 
while the optional front kneeling suspension lowers the coach to make boarding easier.

Great Accessibility

SAFETY FIRST!
	 • Lift is strategically placed in the middle of the coach away from the engine compartment,  to maximize  
  accessibility for evacuation in case of an emergency.

	 • Lift position provides a favorable seating location for mobility challenged passengers.

	 • Sliding door enhances safety because it limits the chances of hitting objects or people. 

ACCESSIBILITY



Most Luggage Space on the Market 
470 cubic feet of under-floor luggage space 
is more than any other coach has to offer. 
	 • Gas assist cylinders facilitate luggage door operation, making driver duties less strenuous.

	 • Door height clearance and proximity to coach also improve loading and unloading.

	 • A specially designed door seal prevents water, snow, or dust infiltration.

Passenger Environment Control
State-of-the-art air conditioning keeps things cool for passengers and drivers alike  
in the Prevost H-Series. With its nine ton compressor, the system generates increased  
fresh air flow and offers improved condensation collection.

Passengers can control the temperature in their immediate environment via individually 
adjustable ventilation outlets. Each passenger also has a spot reading lamp and a call  
button—meaning the attendant/driver is only the touch of a button away.

The lavatory sliding door is a space-saving innovation that keeps the door from getting  
in the way and provides greater access to the lavatory.

The aircraft-type enclosed parcel racks have carpeting, lights and ample room.

AMENITIES



Prevost provides customers a choice of fuel efficient tire options. Michelin produces 
energy saving tires that add to an operator’s bottom line through fuel efficiency by reducing 
rolling resistance, a key contributor to fuel consumption. 

The Michelin XZA2 Energy, XZA and the X One XDN2 can be used in combination  
to achieve fuel efficiency leading to significant annual savings. Fuel efficiency, combined  
with Michelin’s renowned handling & responsiveness and outstanding traction & lateral  
control, present a winning option! Prevost helps operators increase their bottom line through 
long tire life, keep their passengers safe, and reduce the carbon footprint of their motorcoaches.

Top-Quality Tires  
Mean Fuel Efficiency

Independent Front Suspension  
Improved Road Handling with IFS
The Independent Front Suspension (IFS) comes as an option on the Prevost H-Series.  
Thanks to the IFS, special sway bars on the front and drive axles, and variable assistance  
power steering (optional), drivers enjoy exceptional directional stability, road feel, and handling.

FRONT SUSPENSION & TIRES



   

Drivers Prefer Prevost
Ergonomically Designed Cockpit
Prevost took a page from automotive design when developing its new steering wheel, resulting in a substantially  
improved environment for the driver. 

Using its multiplexed architecture, Prevost moved controls for key functions from the dashboard to the steering wheel.  
Some controls that are used frequently by drivers only—cruise control, shifting, engine brake,and electric sun visor—
have been moved to the steering wheel. Shared controls are located to the driver’s right for easy access by the tour 
leader. A pneumatic steering column and angled steering wheel keep recessed dials readable regardless  
of steering wheel position. 

Putting vehicle functions at drivers’ fingertips lets them keep their eyes on the road and hands on the wheel, 
helping to increase safety for all on board. It’s simplicity within easy reach!

Backup Camera
Focused on increasing safety and maneuverability, Prevost’s Back-Up Camera System  
takes the driver guesswork out of backing up, parking in crowded areas, and monitoring  
behind the vehicle. The system gives drivers a clear view of obstacles to the rear of the coach 
which may not easily be seen by mirrors alone. The weather resistant camera is resilient  
for all weather environments.

DRIVABILITY

First-Class Drivers Environment

Designed for Safety and Efficiency

Ergonomics Deliver Ultimate  
Driver Satisfaction



 

Peace of Mind
Custom designed for a perfect fit, the multiplex system has many advantages over other systems. Tried and tested to ensure complete  
user satisfaction, it provides textual dashboard readouts for faster, more reliable troubleshooting and self-diagnosis. Thanks to the clear  
and simple display in the center of the dashboard, drivers can quickly and accurately get to the root of any problem without the need  
to decipher complicated readouts and refer to code books. The Prevost 24/7 Help Desk is also available should they require any technical advice.

Furthermore, the unique Prevost Plug & Play concept means only one program to configure — all other modules are programmed automatically. 
In addition, the software can be updated and installed by the Prevost operator.

Most Advanced Multiplex Technology 
Prevost’s space-saving multiplex technology offers outstanding  
reliability and performance, providing fast and accurate diagnosis 
with 1/3 less wiring, relays, and terminals. The advanced system  
allows vehicles to remain operational even in the unlikely event  
of a system malfunction.

New  
Cluster Features:
 Easy Fuel Data Management

 Clear Text Display Messages for Quick Reponse

 Password Protected Functions to Control System Use

 LED Improves Cycle Life & Reduces Maintenance

 Pre-Trip Inspection Function

 Built-in Trip Data for Fleet Management and Driver Training

 Customizable Display



Easier Maintenance and Repair
At Prevost, serviceability is an important part of our quality guarantee. Hinged doors and fenders provide full  
access to all main components, and serviceable components are logically grouped and mounted for direct,  
unencumbered access. This thoughtful approach, which we have used from headlamps to tires, results in speedier 
diagnosis, maintenance, and repair. Replacing halogen headlight bulbs, for example, is now as simple as turning  
a latch—no special tools are needed, not even a screwdriver! And a full-size 365 tire can be stored in easily  
accessed extra space behind the sharply-restyled front bumper, making it even more convenient to use  
fuel-efficient super-single tires.

EASE OF MAINTENANCE



Prevost Parts & Service
With Prevost, you can count on the best in parts and service, no matter where your trips and tours take you.  
That’s our Red Carpet promise. That’s your peace of mind.

Parts Ordering
Prevost offers 24/7 emergency parts ordering and shipping and 24/7 online parts ordering with a special discount. 
Prevost Parts exclusive computerized parts catalog provides immediate access to all coach assemblies, subassemblies,  
and components. Prevost Parts and Service Centers use RF barcode technology for quick shipment of parts, and,  
with the exception of regular maintenance parts, all parts supplied and installed in a Prevost Parts and Service Center 
carry a one year warranty.

24/7 TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

FOR PEACE OF MIND

After-Sales Service

Same-day shipping
We offer same-day shipping 
of stock parts anywhere in the  
United States and Canada for  
ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE 2 P.M. 
(Local Parts and Service Center time)



Prevost Action Service System
With Prevost Action Service System, you’ll have 24/7 access to immediate call center assistance.  
PASS is a value-added Prevost Program designed to help coach operators manage their businesses more effectively. PASS 
offers many services, including finding the nearest qualified road service, securing emergency maintenance assistance and 
towing, scheduling emergency service appointments, ordering parts, and helping with related financial matters and warranty 
claims paperwork. PASS Emergency Response comes to the aid of customers anywhere in the United States and Canada  
to help get their coach back on the road fast!

PASS is available 24/7 by calling 1-800-463-7738, 365 days a year.

As part of the Volvo Group of companies, Prevost is a North American leader in the manufacture  
of premium intercity touring coaches and the world leader in the production of high-end motorhome  

and specialty conversion coach shells.

Through Volvo, Prevost has access to the financial strength, product development capabilities,  
and quality manufacturing technology of the world’s second largest motorcoach and transit bus 

manufacturing group and one of the world’s largest manufacturers of heavy-duty diesel engines.

Prevost Service Network 
7 Prevost Service Centers
More than 120 Prevost-trained and Prevost-certified Service  
Providers throughout North America - the largest service network  
of any manufacturer in the industry. Our service personnel are skilled  
specialists. They’re certified for bumper-to-bumper maintenance  
and repair for all Prevost and Volvo brand coaches and Nova buses.  
They’re recognized for their extensive training and job tenure. And they  
stay informed on the technical advances that will keep your coaches  
on the road and on schedule.

Dedicated to keeping your coaches on the road, Prevost’s team  
of Regional Service Managers make up the most knowledgeable  
and responsive field service team in the industry.

Prevost Liaison keeps you connected to your motorcoaches and 
drivers anywhere, anytime, from any computer. Prevost Liaison is an 
advanced vehicle management service that provides key operating 
information via wireless communications and the Internet.

The system gives users information that increases fleet  
efficiency and improves customer service. 
	 • Increase Productivity
	 • Improve Safety
	 • Reduce operational costs while monitoring driver  
  and vehicle performance.

The Prevost Connection webinar 
program educates operators about 
important topics regarding new  
and existing Prevost vehicles, 
vehicle maintenance and customer 
service programs. Prevost Connection  
can be accessed from the Prevost 
website at www.Prevostcar.com

Prevost’s 350,000 sq. ft. main manufacturing plant is located in Sainte-Claire, Quebec, Canada.

AFTER-SALES SERVICE



          

  Prevost is proud to be the first North American coach maker to earn ISO world-standard certifications
  for environmental management through its manufacturing process. 

FOR SALES INQUIRIES: USA 1-877-773-8678 | CANADA 418-883-3391 
For additional information, please visit our website at www.prevostcar.com.
©PREVOST 2011. All rights reserved. ®Prevost is a registered trademark of Prevost, a division of Volvo Group Canada Inc. All rights reserved. This publication 
is based on the latest product information available at press time. Some illustrations may show optional equipment. For updated information on product  
and warranty coverage, please contact the Prevost New Coach Sales Team. Prevost reserves the right to modify specifications and/or discontinue production 
without notice and without incurring any obligation, including liability for consequential damage. This publication does not constitute an offer or a commitment 
to sell. The sales contract between the purchaser and a legally appointed representative of Prevost is deemed to be the sole binding agreement made  
by Prevost, with regards to each specific transaction. Printed in Canada. 11-10 5K

BRITISH COLUMBIA • CALIFORNIA • TEXAS • ILLINOIS • TENNESSEE • FLORIDA • NEW JERSEY • QUEBEC 

PREVOST PARTS & SERVICE CENTERS
Prevost Parts  
& Service Center – CALIFORNIA
3384 De Forest Circle
Mira Loma, CA   91752
Toll Free: 1-800-421-9958
Fax: 951-360-2565

Prevost Parts  
& Service Center – FLORIDA
6931 Business Park Blvd. N.
Jacksonville, FL  32256
Toll Free: 1-800-874-7740
Fax: 904-886-0093

Prevost Parts  
& Service Center – TEXAS
15200 Frye Road
Fort Worth, TX  76155-2702
Toll Free: 1-866-773-8678
Fax: 817-685-0460

Prevost Parts  
& Service Center – NEW JERSEY
201 South Ave.
South Plainfield, NJ  07080
Toll Free: 1-800-223-0830
Fax: 908-222-7304

Prevost Parts  
& Service Center – TENNESSEE
800 South Cartwright Street
Goodlettsville, TN  37072
Toll Free: 1-877-299-8881
Fax: 615-299-8816

Prevost Parts & Service Center
 BRITISH COLUMBIA
6537 River Road
Delta, BC  V4K 5B9 CANADA
Tel.: 604-940-3306
Fax: 604-940-3384

Prevost Parts & Service Center
QUEBEC
850 chemin Olivier
Saint-Nicolas, QC  G7A 2N1 CANADA
Toll Free: 1-866-870-2046
Fax: 418-831-7432

TO ORDER PARTS
Prevost US Parts 
Customer Service 
2200 Point Blvd, Suite 100
Elgin, IL  60123
Toll Free: 1-800-621-5519 Coach Parts
 1-877-999-8808 Transit Parts
Toll Free Fax: 1-877-999-8809

Prevost Canadian Parts  
Customer Service
2955-A Watt Street
Quebec City, QC  G1X 3W1 CANADA
Toll Free: 1-800-463-8876
Toll Free Fax: 1-800-939-0133
Fax: 418-658-1723 

For a complete list of Service Providers go to: www.prevostcar.com/network

PREVOST ACTION SERVICE SYSTEM
PASS is available 24/7 by calling 1-800-463-7738, 365 days a year.




